TCU Assessment Library Resources

Please contact Zoanne Hogg (z.hogg@tcu.edu) if you are interested in checking out a book!


Mary-Dean Barringer, Craig Pohlman, Michele Robinson, *Schools for All Kinds of Minds*, Jossey Bass, San Francisco, CA, 2010


Lee Harvey, Peter T. Knight, *Transforming Higher Education*, SRHE and Open University Press, Bristol, PA, 1996


Larry Goldstein, *College and University Budgeting: third edition*, NACUBO, Washington, DC, 2005


Chris Morgan, Meg O'Reily, *Assessing Open and Distance Learners*, Stylus Publishing, Sterling, VA, 1999


Michael E. Knight, Denise Gallaro, *Portfolio Assessment, Applications of Portfolio Analysis*, University Press of America, Lanham, MD, 1994


Tim Riordan and James Roth, *Disciplines as Frameworks for Student Learning, Teaching the Practice of the Disciplines*, Stylus publishing, Sterling, VA 2005


William G. Perry Jr., *Forms of Intellectual and Ethical Development in the College Years*.


